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Abstract: Accurate thermal expansion data of material at low temperatures are important in material selection and structural
design for a cryogenic system. In this study, an experimental setup with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature
control system was developed to measure the thermal expansion of solid materials at low temperatures (77–293 K), using the strain
gage method. To avoid the impact of the varied sensitivity coefficient of the strain gage with the temperature to ensure an accurate
measurement, we corrected the sensitivity coefficient in the temperature range of 77–293 K, by comparing the measured thermal
expansion data for 304 stainless steel with the source data from the National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA. With the
corrected sensitivity coefficient of the strain gage, the measured linear contractions of oxygen-free copper become quite consistent
with the NIST data (with a relative deviation of 2.37%) for the cooling-down process from 293 K to 80 K.
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1 Introduction
Cryogenic technology has been widely used in
the aerospace industry, air separation industry, natural
gas industry, and large scientific apparatus, etc. The
selection of material and the structural design of
cryogenic systems are very important and attract a
great deal of attention. Thermal expansion is one of
the key thermophysical properties of cryogenic engineering materials, since there is a significant temperature difference between its operating and manufacturing status. Accurate measurement of thermal
expansion at low temperatures is necessary to ensure
the security and reliability of the cryogenic systems.
The methods to measure the thermal expansion
of solid material can be classified, according to an
extensometer, into quartz dilatometer, interferometer,
optical lever, mechanical lever, strain gages, magnetic meter, pointer meter, and capacitance microm‡
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eter methods, etc. The quartz dilatometer method is
frequently used at low temperatures, because of its
high accuracy (Clark, 1968; James et al., 2001; Deng
and Xu, 2003; Tezvergil et al., 2003). However, it is
expensive and complicated to operate, and is quite
demanding on the test specimen dimensions. For a
test specimen of large length, the accuracy may be
affected by the potential temperature gradient along
it, which then requires a cryostat to have high temperature uniformity.
The strain gage method is also commonly used
to measure the thermal expansion of material at low
temperatures. The thermal strain caused by temperature variation can be measured by a strain gage to
reflect the linear thermal expansion features (Poore
and Kesterson, 1978; Valentich, 1985; Walsh and
Reed, 1994). Compared with the quartz dilatometer
method, the strain gage method has lower requirements in the machining accuracy of the test specimen,
and the impact of the non-uniform temperature field is
also effectively reduced, leading to a lower operational cost. However, most existing systems control
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the measuring temperature by adjusting the altitude of
the test specimen in the cryogenic containers (Kaufman, 1963), which may induce much error in temperature control and measurement. In addition, the
strain gage sensitivity coefficient may vary due to low
temperatures, thus the correction of the strain gage
sensitivity coefficient at low temperatures must also
be considered for an accurate measurement.
Based on previous studies (Poore and Kesterson,
1978; Valentich 1985; Walsh and Reed, 1994), an
experimental setup based on the strain gage method
with a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature control system was developed to measure the
thermal expansion of solid material at low temperatures. The temperature control system has two operating modes, i.e., stepping mode and constant rate
mode. The two temperature control modes were introduced and compared, and the constant rate mode
was adopted in our present measurement study. Since
the variation of the sensitivity coefficient of strain
gages at low temperatures is a key factor affecting the
accurate measurement, it was corrected in the temperature range of 77–293 K, by comparing the
measured thermal expansion data of 304 stainless
steel with the source data from National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), USA. To verify
the test apparatus and methodology, the measured
linear contractions of oxygen-free copper with the
corrected sensitivity coefficient of strain gages are
also compared with the NIST data.

2 Strain gage method
The characteristic parameters of thermal expansion mainly include the linear contraction, the mean
linear coefficient of thermal expansion, and the instantaneous linear coefficient of thermal expansion.
When the temperature decreases from 293 K to T
('T=293íT), the linear contraction is defined as the
relative variation of the unit length caused by the
temperature variation, i.e., 'L/L0, where 'L is the
length variation and L0 is the original length at 293 K.
The mean linear coefficient of thermal expansion of
the test specimen is defined as the relative variation of
the unit length per Kelvin from 293 K to T, expressed
as Į=(ǻL/L0)(1/ǻT), and the instantaneous linear

coefficient of thermal expansion is defined as the
linear thermal expansion per Kelvin at T, expressed as
ĮL=(1/L0)(dL/dT). In a Cartesian coordinate system
with the temperature as horizontal axis and the contraction as vertical axis, the slope value of the line
from the initial point (293 K) to any point on the
contraction-temperature curve is exactly the mean
linear coefficient of thermal expansion, while the
slope value of the tangent line at that point is the
instantaneous linear coefficient of thermal expansion
at that temperature. Since the mean linear coefficient
and the instantaneous linear coefficient of thermal
expansion can be achieved from the linear contraction, the discussion in the section on the test results
will focus on the linear contraction.
A strain gage can measure the thermal strain on
the surface of a test specimen to reflect the linear
contraction of material, and the strain can be transformed into the electric signal with a high precision
(Hannah and Reed, 1992). The strain caused by
temperature variation is defined as thermal output
(Scalea, 1998; Yasmin and Daniel, 2004). Without a
mechanical force imposed on the test specimen, the
temperature variation can lead to a length variation
both in the test specimen and in the strain gage, which
then induces the resistivity variation of the strain
gage. The resistance variation caused by the two
mechanisms can be expressed as
'R / R Is 'T  K s (D  D s )'T ,

(1)

where R is the resistance of strain gage, 'R is the
resistance variation quantity of strain gage, Ks is the
sensitivity coefficient of strain gage, Is is the temperature coefficient of resistance of the strain gage,
and Įs is the mean linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the strain gage. The thermal output can be
expressed as

Ht

1 'R
Ks R

Is 'T
Ks

 (D  D s )'T .

(2)

Note that Ks, Is, and Įs are all temperaturedependent variables. To eliminate the influence of Is
and Įs due to temperature variation, two identical
strain gages were mounted onto two pieces (test
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specimen and reference piece) in the same temperature surroundings, and then connected into a
half-bridge circuit as shown in Fig. 1. U0 is the excitation voltage, 'U is the output voltage, R1 is the
resistance of the strain gage on the test specimen, R2 is
the resistance of the compensated strain gage on the
reference piece, and R3 and R4 are the standard
resistances.
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Thus, the linear contraction of the test specimen
can be obtained with the measured 'İt and 'T, as well
as the mean linear coefficient of thermal expansion of
the reference piece Į2. Since the fused silica glass of
high purity (>99.99%) has a tiny and almost
temperature-independent mean linear coefficient of
thermal expansion (5.5×10í7 Kí1) (Poore and Kesterson, 1978), it is frequently used as the reference
piece in the measurement of thermal expansion.

3 Experimental setup
The experimental setup to measure the thermal
expansion of material at low temperatures is shown in
Fig. 2, which consists of a liquid nitrogen container, a
test cavity, a PID temperature regulator, a constant
voltage DC source, a computer, and a data acquisition
system.
Fig. 1 Schematic of the half-bridge circuit for a
strain gage measurement

When the temperature varies, the thermal outputs of the two strain gages İt1 and İt2 are

H t1

Is 'T
Ks

 (D1  D s )'T ,

(3)

 (D 2  D s )'T ,

(4)

and

H t2

Is 'T
Ks

where Į1 and Į2 are the mean linear coefficients of
thermal expansion of the test specimen and the reference piece, respectively. According to the
half-bridge principle, the acquired signal is the difference between these two thermal outputs,
'İt=İt1íİt2=(Į1íĮ2)'T. The relationship between the
mean linear coefficient of the thermal expansion of
the two pieces and their thermal outputs can be written as

D1

'H t / 'T  D 2 .

(5)

Therefore, the linear contraction of the test
specimen can be expressed as
'L / L0

'H t  D 2 'T .

(6)

Fig. 2 Schematic of measurement system for thermal
expansion of solid materials at low temperatures

The test cavity, as presented in Fig. 3, is mainly
composed of a stainless steel chamber, thermal insulating material, a heating band, a copper cavity, a
polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE) tray, a test specimen, a
reference piece, and a temperature measuring block.
The whole stainless steel chamber is emerged into
liquid nitrogen to cool the test specimen. The heating
flux supplied by the heating band can be adjusted by
the PID temperature regulator to balance the heat
leakage to the liquid nitrogen, resulting in a stable
operation at any preset test temperature in the range of
77–293 K. The dimensions of the test specimen are
12 mm×12 mm×4 mm. Its relatively small dimensions can reduce the difficulty in machining and the
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influence of the non-uniform temperature field on the
measurement accuracy. The reference piece with the
same dimensions is made from fused silica glass of
99.99% purity. The temperature measuring block (the
same material as the test specimen) also has the same
dimensions, while it was drilled with holes for inserting thermometers.

Fig. 3 Schematic of the test cavity

Two identical strain gages were mounted at the
center of the test specimen surface and the reference
piece surface to measure the linear contraction. The
gages were then connected into a half-bridge circuit
as shown in Fig. 1. The Ni-Cr resistive elements
BB120-4AA250 (11) Karma foil strain gages
(Zhonghang Electronic Measuring Instruments Co.
Ltd., China) were used. The design operating temperature of the strain gages is 4–523 K, the nominal
resistance is (119.6±0.1) ȍ DQG WKH QRPLQDO VHQVitivity coefficient is 1.76±0.01. The strain signal is
acquired by an NI9237 DAQ module (National Instruments, USA), which has an internal excitation
source of 2.5–10 V. In addition, the NI9237 DAQ
module measures the load voltage instead of the internal excitation source voltage to eliminate the error
caused by wire resistance, while the shunt calibration
can eliminate the error caused by the digital to analogue converter (DAC).
A PT100 platinum resistance thermometer with
an accuracy of ±0.1 K, combined with an NI9217
RTD analog input module, was used for the temperature measurement. The thermometer was inserted
into the temperature measuring block, which was
placed at a symmetric location to the test specimen.
The test temperature control needs a cooperation
of the constant voltage DC source, the heater band,
the PT100 platinum resistance thermometer, the PID
temperature regulator, and the computer. The PID

temperature regulator and constant voltage source are
connected to the computer through an RS-485 asynchronous serial communication interface. According
to the standard of ASTM E228-2006, the temperature
can be adjusted in steps or by a slow constant rate.
The temperature control system in our apparatus can
achieve both operating modes. In the stepping mode,
the PID temperature regulator controls the temperature by the preset P, I, and D control parameters,
which can be calculated from the aforehand
self-tuning experiments. Due to the large temperature
range of 77–293 K, a single set of P, I, and D control
parameters cannot adequately satisfy the requirements of an accurate control (a fluctuation within
±0.1 K). Therefore, several groups of parameters
should be obtained by dividing the wide temperature
range into relatively narrow ones. In the constant rate
mode, a program based on LabVIEW software was
developed to control the on/off switch timing of the
relay in the temperature regulator, resulting in a
relatively constant cooling-down rate for the test
specimen.

4 Test results and discussion
4.1 Comparison of two temperature control
modes
Fig. 4 presents the temperature evolution of the
case controlled by the stepping mode. With the sets of
P, I, and D parameters achieved from the self-tuning
experiments for each 40 K temperature range, the
system can be kept at diverse target temperatures with
a fluctuation below ±0.1 K. A couple of hours are
required to reach the stable status for each target
temperature. Although the stepping mode is advantageous for accurate control of the target temperature,
the long measurement time hinders its application for
the measurements with variable target temperatures.
According to ASTM E228-2006, the constant
rate mode is available for the temperature control in
the measurement of linear thermal expansion. The
key point is that the temperature variation rate should
be low enough to sufficiently depress the temperature’s non-uniformity, thereby ensuring the temperature measurement accuracy. The space between the
stainless steel cavity and copper cavity was filled with
thermal insulating material, combined with the
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mode, the temperature control system was then
switched to the constant rate mode. Then, the variation of the linear contraction along with the temperature was acquired by the computer-based measurement and calculation application.
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Fig. 4 Controlled temperature for stepping mode
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gage for low temperatures
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the two temperature control
modes for the linear contractions of 304 stainless steel
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heating band, to slow down the temperature varying
rate, e.g., 0.3 K/min as shown in Fig. 5. To validate
the rationality of the constant rate mode with
0.3 K/min, we compared the data for linear contractions of 304 stainless steel achieved from the constant
rate mode and the stepping mode, as shown in Fig. 6.
Note that there is no significant difference of the
linear contractions (less than 0.26% at each target
temperature) between the two modes, which indicates
that the constant rate mode with 0.3 K/min is acceptable. Comparing Figs. 4 and 5, the constant rate
mode takes 14 h to accomplish a relatively quick
measurement. In addition, the mean rate is 0.3 K/min
before reaching 83 K (12 h), and then becomes much
lower because of the small temperature difference
between the test specimen and the surroundings.
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Fig. 5 Controlled temperature for constant rate mode

Based on the above comparison, the constant
rate mode with 0.3 K/min was adopted in our measurements. Assembled as in Fig. 3, the cavity was
emerged into the liquid nitrogen. After the shunt
calibration and zero setting for 293 K in the stepping

According to Eqs. (2)–(6), the measurement of
'İt is related to the sensitivity coefficient of strain
gage Ks. Since the sensitivity coefficient is significantly temperature-dependent (Yamaura, 1991), neglecting the variation in the sensitivity coefficient will
bring errors to the measurement results for the cases
of very low or very high temperatures.
To correct the sensitivity coefficient of the strain
gage at low temperatures, the linear contractions of
304 stainless steel, measured in the temperature range
of 293 K to 77 K with the nominal sensitivity coefficient for the room-temperature applications, were
compared with the source data cited from NIST
(Corruccini and Gniewek, 1961). As shown in Fig. 7,
the deviation increases with the decrease of temperature, with a relative deviation of 6.92% at 80 K. The
calculated sensitivity coefficient is 1.916 at 80 K,
which has a relative deviation of 8.88% from the
nominal sensitivity coefficient of 1.76. A correction
coefficient defined as the ratio of the sensitivity coefficient of the strain gages at a given temperature to
that at the room-temperature is presented in Fig. 8.
We can find that the correction coefficient increases
with the decrease of temperature, so does the corrected sensitivity coefficient.
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tive deviation of 2.37% for the cooling-down process
from 293 K to 80 K, which indicates that the corrected
sensitivity coefficient is applicable for diverse solid
materials in the temperature range of 77–293 K.

500
Nominal sensitivity coefficient
0

'L/L0 (×10-6)

-500

Corrected sensitivity coefficient
Standard data from NIST (Corruccini
and Gniewek, 1961)

-1000

Table 1 Comparison of measured linear contractions
relative to 293 K of 304 stainless steel in the coolingdown process from 293 K to 77 K with the source data
from NIST (Corruccini and Gniewek, 1961)
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Fig. 7 Linear contractions relative to 293 K of 304
stainless steel in the range of 77–293 K

Correction coefficient at low temperature

1.10
1.08
1.06
1.04
1.02

Temperature
(K)
293–280
293–273
293–260
293–240
293–220
293–200
293–180
293–160
293–140
293–120
293–100
293–90
293–80
293–77
293–70

NIST data
(×10í6)
í205
í314
í514
í817
í1110
í1389
í1670
í1930
í2180
í2410
í2610
í2710
í2790

Experiment
data (×10í6)
í212.4
í322.0
í521.5
í824.1
í1122.4
í1405.2
í1675.5
í1933.8
í2170.9
í2387.6
í2575.8
í2661.0
í2739.8
í2750.3

Relative
deviation (%)
3.62
2.56
1.46
0.86
1.11
1.17
0.33
0.20
0.42
0.93
1.31
1.81
1.80
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Fig. 8 Correction coefficient for the sensitivity coefficient at low temperatures

4.3 Validation of test apparatus
To validate the test apparatus and method for the
cases at low temperatures, the linear contractions of
oxygen-free copper with the corrected sensitivity
coefficient in the range of 77–293 K were also
measured and compared with the source data from
NIST (Corruccini and Gniewek, 1961), as shown in
Fig. 9. The relative deviations (absolute value) for
more temperatures are given in Table 2, with a rela-

' L/L0 (×10-6)

The linear contractions of 304 stainless steel
with the corrected sensitivity coefficient are quite
consistent to the source data from NIST (Corruccini
and Gniewek, 1961), also as shown in Fig. 7. The
relative deviations (absolute value) for more temperatures are given in Table 1, from which we can find
that the relative deviation for the cooling-down process from 293 K to 80 K is 1.80%.
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Fig. 9 Linear contractions relative to 293 K of oxygenfree copper in the range of 77–293 K

Additionally, the measured linear contractions in
the processes of cooling down and warming up are
both shown in Fig. 9, which are highly consistent with
a maximum deviation of 0.18%. The consistent results for the cooling-down and warming-up processes
further present the indirect proof for the success of the
system in the accuracy and uniformity of controlled
temperatures. The rationalities of the apparatus’
thermal design and the controlled temperature
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varying rate (0.3 K/min) are also proven. For some
alloys, the thermal expansion features are different
during the processes of cooling down and warming up,
due to the metallographic change. The measurement
system developed in this work can be applied to
measure the linear contractions during both the
cooling-down and warming-up processes of those
alloys.
Table 2 Comparison of measured linear contractions
relative to 293 K of oxygen-free copper in the coolingdown process from 293 K to 77 K with the source data
from NIST (Corruccini and Gniewek, 1961)
Temperature
(K)
293–280
293–273
293–260
293–240
293–220
293–200
293–180
293–160
293–140
293–120
293–100
293–90
293–80
293–77
293–70

Experiment
data (×10í6)
í232.9
í350.4
í562.1
í876.4
í1185.6
í1485.3
í1775.0
í2050.9
í2370.3
í2541.7
í2762.5
í2863.4
í2948.4
í2968.2

NIST data
Relative
(×10í6)
deviation (%)
5.85
í220
6.18
í330
2.20
í550
í870
0.73
0.48
í1180
í1490
0.32
0.84
í1790
í2080
1.40
1.82
í2350
2.24
í2600
2.38
í2830
í2930
2.27
í3020
2.37
í3100

5 Conclusions
An experimental setup with a PID temperature
control system based on the strain gage method has
been developed to measure the thermal expansion of
solid materials at low temperatures (77–293 K), with
two temperature control modes, i.e., the stepping
mode and constant rate mode. The relatively small
dimensions of the test specimen can reduce the impact
of the non-uniform temperature field on measurement
accuracy. With a computer-aided measuring system,
the setup is easy and at low cost to construct and
operate.
For a quick and accurate measurement, the constant rate mode was adopted in our present work.
Under the constant temperature varying rate of
0.3 K/min, accomplishing a relatively quick measurement requires 14 h. The sensitivity coefficient of
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the strain gages was corrected in the temperature
range of 77–293 K, by comparing the measured
thermal expansion data of 304 stainless steel with the
source data from NIST. With the corrected sensitivity
coefficient, the measured linear contractions of the
oxygen-free copper are quite consistent to the NIST
data with a relative deviation of 2.37% for the
cooling-down process from 293 K to 80 K, which
indicates that the corrected sensitivity coefficient is
applicable for the linear contraction measurement of
diverse solid materials in the temperature range of
77–293 K. Additionally, the measured data in the
processes of cooling down and warming up are highly
consistent with a maximum deviation of 0.18%,
proving the rationality in the apparatus’ thermal design and the controlled temperature varying rate
(0.3 K/min).
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㦻㠖欧䥽˖สҾᓄਈ⡷⌅ⲴվᶑԦл✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠⲴ⍻䟿ᯩ⌅о㻵㖞
Measurement of thermal expansion at low temperatures using the strain gage method
䪣䴅䥽䤓˖ѪҶ┑䏣վ㌫㔏Ⲵᶀᯉ䘹ᤙ઼㔃ᶴ䇮䇑ሩҾᶀᯉ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠⲴ䴰≲ˈ⹄ਁվᶑԦ
л㋮⺞ǃᘛ䙏ǃᯩׯǃվᡀᵜⲴ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠ⍻䟿ᯩ⌅઼㌫㔏㻵㖞Ǆ
⒪㠿尐䍈˖ᆼᡀҶ⧋ਸ䠁㇄ᓄਈ⡷൘ 77–293 K վ४ᝏ㌫ᮠⲴ؍ˈ↓؞䇱ҶสҾᓄਈ⡷ᢰᵟⲴ
վᶑԦᶀᯉ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠ⍻䟿Ⲵ㋮ᓖ˗ᡰ⹄ࡦ㻵㖞ਸ⨶Ⲵ✝䇮䇑઼ㅹ䙏⦷ᔿᓖ᧗ࡦ
⁑ᔿ֯ᗇᶀᯉ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠ൘ 77–293 K ४Ⲵ⍻䟿ਟ൘ 14 ሿᰦᘛ䙏ᆼᡀǄ
䪣䴅㡈㽤˖䪸ሩ 77–293 K ४ˈสҾᓄਈ⡷⍻䟿ᯩ⌅ˈ⹄ࡦҶ䟷⭘∄ֻ〟࠶ᗞ࠶˄PID˅᧗㌫㔏
Ⲵപփᶀᯉ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠ⍻䟿㻵㖞˄㿱മ 2 ઼ 3˅Ǆ䙊䗷ሶ 304 н䬸䫒Ⲵ⍻䟿ᮠᦞо㖾ഭ
ഭᇦḷ߶оᢰᵟ⹄ウ䲒˄NIST˅ޜᐳᮠᦞ䘋㹼∄䖳ˈᆼᡀҶ⧋ਸ䠁㇄ᓄਈ⡷൘ 77–293 K
վ४Ⲵᝏ㌫ᮠ˄↓؞㿱മ 7 ઼ 8˅Ǆ䟷⭘↓؞ਾⲴᝏ㌫ᮠ䘋㹼ᰐ≗䬌㓯ᙗ᭦㕙⦷⍻
䟿ˈᒦо NIST ޜᐳᮠᦞ∄䖳˄㿱മ 9 ઼㺘 2˅ˈ傼䇱Ҷ䈕㻵㖞൘ 77–293 K վ४Ⲵ⍻
䟿㋮ᓖǄ
摜尐兢幉˖㧧ᗇҶ 77–293 K վ४⧋ਸ䠁㇄ᓄਈ⡷ᝏ㌫ᮠⲴ↓؞㔃᷌˗สҾ↓؞ᝏ㌫ᮠⲴᓄ
ਈ⡷⌅⍻䟿㻵㖞ˈ䟷⭘ 0.3 K/min Ⲵㅹ䙏⦷ᔿᓖ᧗ࡦ⁑ᔿˈਟᇎ⧠ 77–293 K վ४പ
փᶀᯉ✝㟘㛰⢩ᖱ৲ᮠⲴ㋮⺞ǃᘛ䙏⍻䟿Ǆ

